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Don’t fall into the trap of writing the content that you think you should write.
Visualise yourself as your target customer. Write what he would want to read.
To help you do this, consider:

1.
Target Audience

Establish your website’s target audience.
Don’t attempt to have your website content appeal to
everyone. Write for your ‘buyer persona’, the potential
customer that you intend to arrive on your website for
the reason you want them there. Put yourself into his
shoes and think about what motivates and interests
him – and only him.

 Who exactly are you talking to?
 What’s her problem or what does she want/need from you?
 How does your product or service answer this or help her?
 What or who else is available?
 Having considered this, what makes your product or service unique?



2.
Tone of Voice

Define your tone of voice. Is the content on
each page of your website true to it? Your tone
of voice will have a big effect on how your
audience responds. It's your brand 'personality'
and a vital element of your brand identity.

How you communicate is crucial and a consistent tone of voice builds trust. To
figure out yours, single out around 10 adjectives that describe the crux of what
you are to create a simple summary of your brand values.

For Connected Copy, they are: "friendly, empathetic, approachable,
knowledgeable, experienced, professional, creative, committed, versatile,
straightforward".

Once you’ve got these adjectives clear, they’ll help determine how formal or
casual to make your language. Your target audience will determine this too. Are
you talking to educated professionals such as doctors, architects or bankers; to
city mums; millennials or affluent retirees? Either way, you need to use the tone
and the type of vocabulary that they’d use. 



3.
Keyword Analysis

Keyword research is fundamental to search engine optimisation (SEO)
and should be high on your list of priorities before you start writing.
Your most effective keywords are the unique words or phrases in
your web copy that make people land on your site via search engines.
A website that is well optimised for search engines will use the same
words that your target visitors will use, as well as synonyms of them.
The better your keyword SEO, the more likely your site will rank
above your competitors.

If you’re new to what this involves, it can seem overwhelming but a starting point is to read this guide
from Moz (https://moz.com/beginners-guide-to-seo/keyword-research). Get it wrong and you’ll fail
to win visitors, leads, and sales. There are many keyword tools that enable you to track the popularity
of keywords and also the ones your competitors are ranking for. Some are free such as Google’s
Keyword Planner. Others are paid-for (many however do offer a free trial) such as Wordtracker or
SemRush. Or hire a SEO agency to do the heavy digging for you.

Once you’ve established your target long-tail (usually three-word-plus phrases which are specific to
whatever you are selling such as ‘guided walking tours in Pembrokeshire’ or ‘accountancy services for self-
employed workers’) keywords, they should be placed in the right places in your content: the urls, page titles,
image file names (alt-tags), meta-descriptions and h1 headings etc. At the very least, you should be using a
different keyword phrase for each page of your website, or a variation of it, in all of these key places on your
page:

The URL
The page title and H1 tags
The first sentence and,
in the first 200 words

Subheads
Image file names and alt text
The meta description
In anchor links to related content



4.
Accessible,

Scannable Content

Make your website content accessible. Is each page easily
scannable for short-attention spans (remember, that’s
everybody who arrives at your site)? Journalists, like myself,
are trained to write news stories as an ‘inverted pyramid’,
with the most important facts first, and the details and
background after. You’ll write most effectively for your own
website if you can get into the habit of doing this too.

For starters, your headline (h1) and first couple of sentences should sum everything up
about your offering. They should also use your target keywords optimally. This helps to
serve up your content so visitors can literally take it in at a glance.
Also, make sure you do all of the below:

Write a concise but informative h1
headline that communicates your main
page message in simple language
Have just one idea per sentence
Make use of sub-headings (h2, h3, h4) to
summarise points
Use bullet points to reduce heavy text

Use short paragraphs – four sentences
maximum
Use short sentences – 12 words on
average
Strip out all unnecessary words. Use the
Hemingway app to help you do this
Avoid the passive tense



5.
Provide Easy (UX)

Navigation

Visitors will land anywhere on your website so don’t
assume they’ll start logically at your home page. Make
navigation easy. If you use Google Analytics and go to
the section for Site Content and Landing Pages, you’ll
get a clear idea of where your visitors are entering your
site.

The top-level buttons of your navigation should be signposts
and pathways to the most important content sections, divided
into logical sub-categories. But don’t rely on this. Give every
page of your website a call-to-action, telling people where to
go or what to do next.

Think of your site as a journey so that you lead visitors
where you want them to go, ie. to a blog post, to sign up
for your email newsletter, to see more of your services,
to contact you or to buy...



6.
Be Mobile

Responsive

Since 2014, the number of mobile users using
the Net has exceeded the number of desktop
users so opt for mobile responsive web design.
Responsive web pages automatically adjust to
any screen size and re-order the website
content.

For smaller devices, you need to write concise text that gets to the point straight away,
a good principle to follow at all times anyway. The Content Marketing Institute explains
this well: "Your goal is to present the user with as much on-screen information as
possible without requiring the user to swipe or tap. The more cogently you can
express an idea, the better." Follow the content-writing guidance on this checklist and
you’ll be ahead, whatever the platform your website is viewed upon, but failing to opt
for a mobile responsive website is shortsighted. You can check how your site looks on
multiple browsers with BrowserStack.

"Responsive sites get better SEO rankings"

https://www.browserstack.com/


7.
Use Elements of

Social Media

 It's a missed opportunity if you don't set up a blog on
your website, and publish new content as often as
you can.
Consider providing more than text content. Create
videos, podcasts, webinars, infographics and PDF or
e-book downloads (I used Canva to make this one)
and more.
Google also ranks social signals highly for SEO so
make full use of social media opportunities for your
website by setting up accounts on the platforms that
suit you best.
These might be LinkedIn, Google+, Facebook, Twitter
or Pinterest etc. Post on them regularly and add
social share buttons.

Search engines reward fresh content
as it helps them see your site as
more relevant.



8.
SEO Checklist

Finally, follow
this checklist

Make certain that each page of your website has at least 450 words of unique
content that doesn’t exist somewhere else on your site (or, anywhere else on
the Net).

Write a unique SEO title tag for each webpage, using one or more of the target
keywords you’ve chosen for that page. It’s a good idea to include your business
name, but at the end. Keep the entire length under 60 characters including
spaces and use pipes [|] to divide words. A good format to follow is: Primary
Keyword - Secondary Keyword | Brand Name. The one I use for Connected
Copy’s home page, for example, is: ‘SEO Web Content & Copywriting |
Connected Copy’.



Write a meta description for every website page (this is what appears
under the SERPs on Google and it’s your chance to draw the visitor in
so think of it like a short ad).

Use one or more of the target keywords you’ve chosen for each meta
description. Keep it under 155 characters because Google will truncate
it if it’s longer. This is what I use, for example, on Connected Copy’s
home page: ‘Quality website content and print copywriting to make
your business stand out. Compelling content: for more clicks, more
awareness, more sales...’.

Include a target short or long-tail keyword in each page’s URL.

Make certain that each of your website pages has just one h1 tag and
that this uses the target keyword phrase.

Your other headers (or subheads: h2 – h6) should be used in
descending order.

When you link internally to another of your website pages, use one of
the target keywords you’ve chosen for the page you are linking to for
the anchor text.



If you need further help with your
website copy, get in touch by

emailing sarah@connectedcopy.co.uk
or visit the contact page of
www.connectedcopy.co.uk
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